
Howard Brown - NOAA Federal


From: Howard Brown - NOAA Federal


Sent: Friday, March 29, 2019 11:35 AM


To: Barbara Byrne - NOAA Federal


Cc: Sarah Gallagher - NOAA Federal; Boring, Susan; Justin Ly - NOAA Federal; Joe


Heublein - NOAA Federal; Kristin McCleery - NOAA Affiliate; Norma Hinton - NOAA


Affiliate; Garwin Yip; Brian Ellrott; J. Stuart; Naseem.Alston; Brittany Cunningham -

NOAA Affiliate; Evan Sawyer - NOAA Affiliate


Subject: Re: Urgent: Information Requests for Effects


Thanks folks for pulling this together. I just sent it off to Katrina, so hopefully she can help us out before she


leaves!  It's almost Saturday, and I hope you all are going to take some much needed time to yourself!


Howard


On Fri, Mar 29, 2019 at 11:09 AM Barbara Byrne - NOAA Federal <barbara.byrne@noaa.gov> wrote:


Howard -- got in my requests to the doc, including two that may be of general interest):


--higher res Division maps from the BA intro


-- map for each Division showing all locations for which flow or temperature modeling results are


presented in Appendix C.


This last was inspired by a specific request from Brian for that sort of map for the American River, but


makes sense to have for all Divisions. Some of the maps in the BA intro already have some of the modeled


locations, but not all....


Note that if you want a higher res version of the "life history timing tables" (e.g. Table 5.8-1 of the BA),


those tables in the BA that cite to NMFS 2017 come from the CWF BiOP; we can grab high-res versions


from the CWF BiOp file on our server in: R:\Helpful reference documents\CWF BiOp


On Fri, Mar 29, 2019 at 6:28 AM Howard Brown - NOAA Federal <howard.brown@noaa.gov> wrote:


Effects Drafting Team,


Subject:  Change in timing for our Request for Maps and Figures


On Monday we discussed the need to request updated figures from Reclamation for items such as maps


for American River temperature compliance points and figures without the Without Operations Action


scenario depicted.  We learned that tomorrow with be Katrina Harrison's last day in the office for awhile


and she is the person, in all likelihood, who will develop the maps and figures for us.


So, instead of getting this request into me by COB today, I am requesting folks to get these to me first


thing in the morning today.  I will be sending the request to Katrina at 11 this morning.


I created a word doc at the location below for folks to populate with their requests, so please use this


instead of sending me individual emails.


U:\Data_Tech_Info\Information Requests


Thanks team!


Howard
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Thanks team!


Howard


--
Howard L. Brown

Policy Advisor

NOAA Fisheries, West Coast Region

U.S. Department of Commerce


(916) 930-3608

Howard.Brown@noaa.gov


www.westcoast.fisheries.noaa.gov


--

Barb Byrne


Fish Biologist


NOAA Fisheries West Coast Region


U.S. Department of Commerce


Office: 916-930-5612


barbara.byrne@noaa.gov


California Central Valley Office


650 Capitol Mall, Suite 5-100


Sacramento, CA 95814


Find us online

www.westcoast.fisheries.noaa.gov


*


--
Howard L. Brown

Policy Advisor

NOAA Fisheries, West Coast Region

U.S. Department of Commerce


(916) 930-3608

Howard.Brown@noaa.gov


www.westcoast.fisheries.noaa.gov
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